FERRING’S STRATEGIC APPROACH
TO CONTENT MANAGEMENT
BIOVIA QUMAS FOR AN INTEGRATED
CONTENT MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
Customer Story

Challenge:

Lack of efficiency and compliance risks in
documentation

Solution:

Integration of BIOVIA QUMAS EDMS with
eSubmission Management, eTMF, Learning
Management System, Electronic Batch Record
Management and the R&D Search Platform for
seamless processes and automation

Results:
• Time Savings with automated data transfer and
easy data access
• Standardization and Harmonization through
consistent procedures and electronic workflows
• Streamlined workflows by removing non-valueadded steps
• Data Quality and Integrity by eliminating
manual data transfer
• Reduction of compliance risk & effort through
automation and controlled processes

CUSTOMER: A RESEARCH-DRIVEN SPECIALTY
BIOPHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY
Ferring Pharmaceuticals is a research-driven, specialty biopharmaceutical group committed to helping people around the world
build families and live better lives. Headquartered in Saint-Prex,
Switzerland, Ferring is a leader in reproductive medicine and
maternal health, and in specialty areas within gastroenterology and urology. Ferring has been developing treatments for
mothers and babies for over 50 years and has a portfolio covering treatments from conception to birth. Founded in 1950,
privately-owned Ferring now employs approximately 6,500
people worldwide, has its own operating subsidiaries in nearly
60 countries and markets its products in 110 countries.

CHALLENGE: INEFFICIENCIES AND COMPLIANCE
RISKS IN GLOBAL DOCUMENTATION
Ferring is following an integration strategy using a centralized
Middleware platform with the exception of systems/processes/
data that can only support point-to-point integrations. As part
of this strategy Ferring decided to integrate multiple systems to
QUMAS EDMS as their hub for document management in order
to remove inefficiencies and improve compliance and tackle specific process-related challenges.

eSubmission Management Challenges
The number of submissions per year increased by 150% since
2014. Each submission can include 10 to 500 documents and
different regulations in different locations add to the complexity,
making manual data transfer unsustainable.

Figure 1: Increase of submissions over the years
with 10 to 500 documents per submission.

Trial Master File System (eTMF) Challenges
To ensure eTMF completeness a subset of documents managed
in QUMAS EDMS was required to be made available in eTMF. The
high number of manual tasks required for document import from
QUMAS EDMS into eTMF was cumbersome. The time to retrieve,
export, and upload, documents was too long.

Learning Management System (LMS) Challenges
Read and Understood activities are performed within the LMS.
Manually updating the learning objectives in the LMS with every
change in the SOPs managed by the QUMAS EDMS was not reliable enough and of high compliance risk.

Electronic Batch Record System (EBR) Challenges
The data transfer from the QUMAS EDMS and opening and printing documents from EDMS were the only manual steps in an
otherwise fully paperless environment. This was perceived as
disruptive and inefficient and did bear the risk that non-current
versions of SOPs would be used in the production line.

R&D Search Challenges
An internal assessment uncovered a bottleneck when retrieving
information related to product development projects. Collecting
data was very time consuming and required involving many people
as data was not stored in one single location but scattered across
systems (QUMAS EDMS, network drives, ELNs, etc.). Another
challenge was to control access rights of all (indexed) sources.

Providing a complete paperless system for management
of manufacturing documents and employees trainings

“EDMS is an effective quality tool for
document repositories where lifecycles
of different types of documents are well
maintained. “View only” users also have
rights to view the effective documents
anytime. This help us in many
investigations, compliance and in terms
of quality aspects. It is fantastic tool!”
— Bharti Dhoot, Production Executive
Ferring

SOLUTION: QUMAS EDMS AS THE INTEGRATION
HUB BETWEEN MULTIPLE R&D AND MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
QUMAS EDMS works as Ferring’s global Document Management
System for their R&D and Manufacturing functions. It supports
their global Regulatory Submission Document Management, the
management of local QMS documents as well as the management of GMP documentation. To streamline their processes,
Ferring decided to connect QUMAS EDMS with multiple R&D and
Manufacturing applications to seamlessly support cross-departmental processes. For the integrations, Ferring used a common
document repository and process specific business configuration.

Interface with eSubmission Management System
To support the eCTD process, the two systems QUMAS EDMS and
the eSubmission Management System were integrated using the
QUMAS SDK API. The documents are authored and approved in
QUMAS EDMS, through drag & drop functionality extracted from
EDMS and compiled in the eSubmission system. From there the
document then gets published for submission.

Interface with eTMF
QUMAS EDMS is the source system for all regulatory submission documents. The documents are authored and approved in
QUMAS where they are available for all regulatory affairs managers that are responsible for local or global submissions. At
the same time a subset of the documents related to the clinical
trials are made available in the eTMF system for each active
study. The PDF version of the document, e-signatures and metadata are automatically imported to eTMF based on predefined
business rules in the Ferring Middleware and as read-only.
The synchronization and the automated meta data and content
transfer ensures the document is always the latest version, and
eTMF is complete and is inspection–ready.

The implementation was mainly executed by internal resources
which also helped gain knowledge for any other integrations
going forward.

Figure 2: Interface with the eTMF System

Integration with LMS
The goal was to automate creation of training records in Ferring cloud based LMS through Middleware when SOPs become
effective in EDMS without copying document itself while also
respecting EDMS permission model. The automated interface
between QUMAS EDMS and the LMS is based on business rules
included in the document type configuration. Once the document is released in QUMAS EDMS a learning object is created in
LMS. When a new version of a document is released the learning
object in LMS, assigned to employees for training, is updated.
The training list of each employee gets updated automatically
when removing and adding trainings.

Figure 3: Automated interface with LMS
based on business rules

Interface with EBR
All product supply sites have a single approach for the EBR
configuration and integration with QUMAS EDMS being implemented for multiple manufacturing sites.
The user scripts directly show the document in the EBR system
from QUMAS EDMS as an embedded view. It is retrieved by the
document ID. The operators then work on the current electronic
version of the SOP document on the screen, completing the
step-by-step process in a controlled manner. Users can view the
document, confirm the data and print the documents directly
from the EBR if documents are required to be delivered with
the batch.

Interface with R&D Search Platform

LMS

The goal was to implement a single search engine for entire Ferring R&D community covering multiple data sources. Therefore,
R&D search platform is connected to various sources like the
QUMAS EDMS, SharePoint, and network drives. The integration with ELN will be the next step. The search engine connects
via the QUMAS API, goes through all predefined folders, reads
the content, metadata, user access rights and builds an index
structuring the content of the documents with meta data and
optimizing the search across scientific information. When users
search for specific information, they will also get information
about where the document is located. Based on their permissions,
they will be able to easily access the documents or information.

• Compliant and optimized management of controlled
documentation and employee training
• Standardized and current training objectives
• Timely completion of trainings
• “Automated Training Platform” for digital training management

EBR
• Reduction of errors, increase of reliability and speed
• Standardization in the execution of validated SOPs
• A fully controlled, fully electronic workflow supporting
the end-to-end process in Ferring’s production lines

R&D Search Platform
• Removal of time consuming non-value adding manual searches
• Optimizing search results and completeness across scientific
information located in various sources

Figure 4: Search engine connected to QUMAS

RESULT: IMPROVED COMPLIANCE AND PROCESS
EFFICIENCY WITH AN INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENT FOR DOCUMENT MANGEMENT
With this comprehensive integration, Ferring now has a highly
connected environment for documentation in Quality, R&D, and
Manufacturing. This ensures compliance, process harmonization
across sites and functions, data quality, data integrity, timely
access to the data and time savings where manual tasks are
replaced by integration.
Value of Integration with:

eSubmission Management System
• Publishing worldwide 24/6 with no impact on users
• Fast submission of complex documents speeding time to market

eTMF System

Figure 5: Fully connected Quality with QUMAS
EDMS as the hub

• Ensuring completeness of TMF for active studies
• Eliminating manual tasks of document import saving time
and ensuring simultaneous synchronization of content
• Time savings per document are 10 minutes for the 500
documents in scope
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